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VILLA AND PARK CARMEN SYLVA 

Biumo Superiore, via Marzorati 16 

 

 

VILLA 

The villa was built from Joseph Trolli, entrepreneur building resident in Romania 

(Lassy), on project of the Rumanian architect Oscar Maucsk. 

In 24 th april 1899, Carlo Castelli, entrusted by the knight Trolli, demaned to the 

city of Varese to build the gatehouse, the stable and the replacement in the fund 

of the ownership site along the road that conducts to Miogni Inferiori. 

In 1950 the residence passed to Guido Testoni and Anita Trolli as it results from 

the inherent documents to an application of renovation. 

In 1971, with the project of the engineer Vittore Ceretti, Mrs Anna Maria Crippa 

demanded "setup and sopraeleveted of the house of residence." 

The villa was dedicated to Elizabeth of Wied, crowned queen of Romania in 1881, 

note with the pseudonym of Carmen Sylva for its literary activity constituted by 

poems, poetries, novels and meditations. The architect Maucsk, to realize in 

eclectic forms, insipred himself to the castle of Peles in Sinaia, Romania, where the 

sovereign resided. This castle is moreover represented by the two towers with 

pyramidal coverage. 

 



 

THE PARK 

 

Around the villa there is a park of 8600 mqs. In proximity of the gatehouse there is 

a monumental glycine. Annexed to the villa, in an elevated positions, there are 

rooted two stately beech trees. Following the paths, made of fine gravel there are 

limes , a fir of the Caucaso and a couple of Cedars of Morocco  a little damnaged 

by bad weather. Valuable the runs, the ditches for the disposal of the waters, the 

stairways in clattered with the typical presence of the pink porphyry of Cuasso to 

the Mountain and the english rocaille, formed thanks to the local availability of the 

famous  "ceppo of the Olona." Liberty Palms spread anywhere, recreating an old 

atmosphere. 
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